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WITH LEARNING
A

ll institutions of learning must have and operate on
a philosophy that informs teaching practice. This
includes methods, content, and instructional delivery.1 For the school that intentionally aims to offer
Christian education, the ideology of such an institution includes biblical principles in the teaching and learning
process. The Integration of Faith and Learning (IFL) is “the
raison d’etre for Christian schools.”2 Educators in Christian
schools have the responsibility of presenting biblical truth
while knowledge is being attained, all with the intention of
transforming the heart and mind of the learners so that they
reﬂect Christ’s character.3 This practice is “the quintessential
component linking mission with content, with teacher, and
with student.”4
Thus, where these interplay and linkages do not occur,
IFL is unlikely to occur. “The integration of faith and learning remains the distinctive task of the Christian liberal arts
college [university].”5 Furthermore, there is no reason for
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the existence of a Christian college campus if faith and learning are not integrated into all of the learning experiences.6
For K-12 schools, the same principles apply.
Education that fuses knowledge about God with information relevant to the acquisition of some valuable skill or
preparation to enter a profession is life changing and restorative, thereby resulting in the development of “better people,
citizens and employees.”7 “Wholistic education,” a term
some may consider clichéd,8 remains the aim of true education. With this in mind, James Tucker questioned whether
education pedagogy can address the individual’s wholistic
needs (mind, body and soul) when there is no perception of
a Savior.9
However, where faith is incorporated into students’ learning experiences, the aim is to cultivate men and women who
have ﬁrm characters and exemplify strong values such as integrity, compassion, emotional strength, honesty, honor, humility, discipline, and moral ﬁrmness.10 Hence, the student
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does not simply complete a grade or
course of study, but more importantly,
emerges as an individual of high caliber
with laudable character strengths; one
who will thus be empowered to fulﬁll his
or her duty to God as devotedly as he or
she fulﬁlls duty to humanity.
This is what the student who has completed an Adventist education (one where
faith is integrated with learning) should
be like.11 The Adventist philosophy of education has at its core the goal of nurturing “thinkers rather than mere reﬂectors
of others’ thoughts; to promote loving
service rather than selﬁsh ambition; to
ensure maximum development of each
individual’s potential; and to embrace all
that is true, good, and beautiful.”12

Jesus Christ. Thus, the root of Christian
education is integrating faith into learning so that students’ worldviews can be
is relevant to all aspects
inﬂuenced as they are encouraged to
adopt a wholistic lifestyle based on bibof education because it
lical truths.15
However, a number of Christian colprovides a worldview
leges/universities have simply added
from which all other bodchapel services and religious classes to
the secular educational structure withies of knowledge can be
out embracing a Christian philosophy.16
Therefore, Christian institutions need to
interpreted, and in fact
evaluate and align their core beliefs with
Christian principles, while Christian
provides meaning to the
educators must make sure that what
happens in the classroom is uniﬁed, invast number of facts and
tegrated, and centered on Christian philosophy.17
data uncovered by sciDouglas Phillips suggested that the attempts by some supporters of “classical
Why Assessing IFL Practice Is Important
ence. Knowledge would
Because of the inﬂuence of secular culChristian education” to have the writings
ture on Christian education systems
of pagans taught to students as wisdom
in itself be irrelevant and
worldwide, integrating faith into the
and “true knowledge” ought to be relearning experience is becoming an enjected.18 However, a theological perspecincomplete if it did not
dangered practice. Further, as governtive may dictate otherwise; for while the
ment/state accreditation requirements inScripture is true, not all truth and knowlreveal something of the
crease, colleges place demands on
edge are contained or deducible from this
secondary level schools for what students
source.19 Instead, the Scriptures present
One who created it all.
will need to be college ready and to gain
us with sufﬁcient principles to guide our
admission to higher education.
faith and conduct. Therefore, for the
As a result, the teaching profession
Christian educator, the integration of
faces increased pressure based on the continuous need to meet
faith and learning is foundational, and the Bible should be
these requirements and match industry changes. In Christian
considered “the focus of integration for all knowledge, beschools, this means students often do not beneﬁt from IFL excause it provides a unifying perspective that comes from God,
periences because teachers are hurrying to cover the content
the source of all truth.”20
for each course.
A biblical perspective is relevant to all aspects of educaIn addition, advances in knowledge have increased the
tion because it provides a worldview from which all other
amount of material that teachers must present and students
bodies of knowledge can be interpreted, and in fact provides
must master to graduate (and get good scores on required
meaning to the vast number of facts and data uncovered by
tests) in order to prepare for college and a career. Although
science. Knowledge would in itself be irrelevant and incomadministrators may acknowledge that IFL is important, for
plete if it did not reveal something of the One who created
many there have been no regular assessments that examine
it all.21 Christian education embraces this truth, and upon
their level of proﬁciency or the extent to which it is being
this basis, promotes the sort of education promoted by the
practiced. Further, a search for literature on factors that invery pillars of Adventist perspectives on education: the salﬂuence proﬁciency in implementing IFL, such as training,
vation and the restoration of God’s image in each person.22
modelling, and other demographic variables, reveals a limHowever, according to Tucker, this position is not a global
ited number of resources.13 There is a need therefore to sysone in secular society; and, even in some Adventist commutematically and periodically assess what is currently being
nities, there is a proclivity toward secular education that is
done to integrate faith and learning in the classroom and to
embedded in worldviews of naturalism and postmodernism
provide training where deﬁcits have been identiﬁed. It is
in lieu of a biblical worldview.23 However, true education,
only through this approach that the real impact of IFL and
instead of merely being “the pursuit of a certain course of
challenges, if any, will be understood.
study,” also must include the “harmonious development of
the physical, mental, and spiritual powers.”24
What the Literature Reveals About IFL and Worldview
It is only in contemporary eras that faith is viewed as sepHarry Poe’s assertion that faith, from a Christian perspecarate from education, for from the beginning of time, faith and
tive “means faith in Jesus Christ,”14 suggests that Christian
learning have been inseparably intertwined.25 Furthermore, the
education should be centered on the life and character of
creative capacity of humanity is a reﬂection of the creative
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ascertain the faculty members’ proﬁciency in implementing
power of God.26 Robert Harris asserted that “the meaning of
IFL. A quantitative approach with a cross-sectional survey
knowledge involves religious assumption.”27 Hence, the interdesign was used. Data were collected once for this study
pretive framework of all knowledge is connected to an indiusing a two-part questionnaire. From a faculty complement
vidual’s particular ontology (his or her theory of what exists)
of 250, convenience sampling was used, and 100 members
and epistemology (his or her theory of knowledge).
of faculty were surveyed. Section A of the instrument conFor some, there is a lack of understanding of the importained demographic questions, while Section B contained the
tance of integrating faith and learning in Adventist educaIntegration of Faith and Learning Survey (IFLS). The demotion, and perhaps, too, what IFL really is and what such an
graphic survey consisted of six questions concerned with the
integration involves or looks like. Foremost in the literature
respondents’ gender, religious afﬁliation, years of service in
is a clariﬁcation of what integration entails and how the two
a Christian school, attending a Christian school while growconcepts, “faith” and “learning,” are combined in a new
ing up, the discipline in which they were teaching, and trainway. Dawn Morton conceived of integration as the process
ing in IFL. The questionnaire used in this study was a modwhereby faith and learning are combined so that “both need
iﬁcation of Eckel35 done by Peterson.36
to be understood as complementary. They are not in com28
The IFLS had 28 items, all of which were measured on a
petition with each other but working side by side.” The
ﬁve-point Likert scale. Faculty proﬁciency in the integration
error of a disjointed approach to faith and learning is maniof faith and learning was measured based on four subscales:
fested in schools where religious education courses are disLevel, Equipped, Ability to Do, and Intentionality. Each scale
tinct from the rest of the curriculum and are approached as
measured very different things. For example, the Level subsimply another subject to be learned rather than a way of
scale of the integration of faith and learning measured a
life to be applied and exempliﬁed within each student.29
teacher’s general knowledge and preparedness to practice IFL
Shawna Vyhmeister’s work explains the complexity of inin the classroom; the Equipped subscale measured a teacher’s
tegrating faith and learning in school curricula by describing
instructional skills and approaches as well as resources to
the numerous challenges to be faced, such as the rampant
practice IFL, while the Ability to Do subscale measured a
secularism and sinfulness of the world itself; the superﬁcialteacher’s capacity to practice IFL based on both external and
ity of some educators in their attempt to engage in faithinternal factors. Lastly, the Intentionality subscale measured
based instruction; and the perception of young persons that
the teacher’s conscious or purposeful implementation and
the church is judgmental and critical rather than warm and
wilful desire or intent to improve in his or her classroom inaccepting.30
tegration of faith and learning. This scale also measured the
In order for IFL to be properly assimilated into the formal
teacher’s coordination with other instructors to amplify or
curriculum, the process must begin with the teachers—who
maximize the impact of the integration of faith and learning
should be Adventists, since Adventist education cannot exist
on students in the classroom.37
without Adventist teachers.31 George Knight explained that just
The researcher examined the level of faith and learning inas a Christian teacher is armed with the right tools to execute
tegration between the colleges and schools of the university.
Christian education, so too, is the Adventist teacher armed with
This sample included 65 respondents, representing all the colwhat is necessary to deliver Adventist education and its most
leges of the faith-based instiimportant objective: leadtution. More than half (58.89
ing students into a perTable 1. Religious Affiliation (N=65)
percent) of the respondents
sonal saving relationship
were practicing Seventh-day
with Jesus.32 These teachReligious
Adventist Christians (see
ers should view their subAffiliation
Valid
Cumulative
Table 1). Interestingly, 50.77
jects as a part of the pat(SDA)
Frequency Percent
Percent
Percent
percent of the informants had
tern of God’s truth.33
58
89.2
89.2
89.2
Valid Yes
not attended a Christian
There is also the need for
No
7
10.8
10.8
100
school growing up. The
teachers to demonstrate a
largest subgroup of the faculty
Christlike character in
Total 65
100
100
surveyed (29 percent) were
their unconditional supfrom the business college,
port and regard for stuwith the college of social scidents.34
Table 2. Faith and Learning Training
ences accounting for 23 perReligious
cent, and another 19 percent
Research on IFL IntegraAffiliation
Valid
Cumulative
from the college of education
tion at an Adventist Uni(SDA)
Frequency
Percent
Percent
Percent
and leadership. The majority
versity in the Caribbean
41
63.1
63.1
63.1
Valid Yes
of the faculty surveyed (63
A study conducted
percent) stated that they had
October 2014-March 2015
No
24
36.9
36.9
100
received some form of trainat an Adventist univerTotal 65
100
100
ing in the integration of faith
sity in the Caribbean
and learning (see Table 2).
sought to examine and
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The research questions for the study assessed and compared the level of faith and learning integration occurring
among faculties in the academic disciplines at the
university.38 The researcher divided the research questions
and created a summary of the ﬁndings for each of the two
questions. The research questions were as follows: (1) What
is the level of proﬁciency among faculty at the university in
the integration of faith and learning? (2) To what extent is
there a difference in proﬁciency in IFL based on: (a) academic discipline (b) training in IFL?
The study could not delineate among the colleges the
level of competencies relating to the four areas (Level,
Equipped, Ability to Do, and Intentionality) based on the

Table 3. Level Proficiency: Descriptive Statistics

L2. I know
what IFL is.
L4. I know
how deliberate IFL will
affect classroom content.
L3. I know
how to integrate faith
and learning
in my classes.

N*

Min.
Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.
Deviation

55

1

5

4.40

.915

55

55

1

1

5

5

4.18

1.056

4.15

.931

L6. I am
sufficiently
prepare to
help other faculty with IFL.

55

1

5

3.51

1.332

Level

55

1.00

5.00

2.4182

1.64081

L5. I was
prepared to
do IFL before
teaching at
the school.
L7. School
administration trains
me in IFL.
Valid N (listwise)

55

1

5

2.93

1.562

55

1

5

2.42

1.257

55
*N=sample
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Table 4. Equipped: Descriptive Statistics

N*

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.
Deviation

55

2.00

5.00

4.2364

.99933

55

2

5

3.87

1.001

Equipped

55

1.00

5.00

3.8727

1.13944

E3. I have revised my instructional approaches to
practice IFL.

55

1

5

3.56

1.288

E6. I know
where resources are
available for
IFL.

55

1

5

3.00

1.491

E7. Institutional leadership at my
school equip
me for IFL.

55

1

5

2.47

1.136

E5. I meet
regularly
with other faculty to plan
IFL.

55

1

5

1.76

.999

Equipped

E4. I am selfreflective in
my application
of IFL.

Valid N (listwise)

55
*N=sample

assessment of the results generated from the one-way
ANOVA. Hence, there was no need to do the post hoc test,
which would only show where the differences lay. However, further analysis through descriptors and central tendency statistics of descending order of mean on each of the
competencies showed that there were some weak areas
within each of the four levels (see Tables 3-6). The data
showed that faculty had a fair knowledge of IFL and knew
how deliberate IFL would affect classroom content (see
Table 3). The weaknesses that appeared in Equipped
showed that faculty did not meet regularly with their peers
to plan IFL, institutional leaders didn’t equip faculty for
IFL, and faculty did not know where to obtain resources
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for IFL (see Table 4). The data showed that faculty possessed the ability to do IFL and had the necessary authority
to implement IFL in the classroom (see Table 5). The data
dealing with the competence of intentionality revealed that
members did not coordinate with their peers to maximize
the impact of IFL. Notably, they did not share with other
colleges within the institution the beneﬁt of IFL since no
framework existed to do so; furthermore, they did not seek
or receive feedback from students on IFL in the classroom.
Conversely, the data revealed that faculty were making efforts to implement IFL (see Table 6). Further assessment of
question one under the equipped competence showed that
there was a statistically signiﬁcant difference among the
colleges. This meant that some faculty did not possess the
skills necessary to effectively manage IFL in the classroom.
A large “F” statistical value was evidence against the
null hypothesis, since it indicated more differences between
groups than within groups (see Table 7). The colleges of
nursing, natural and applied sciences, and education and
leadership at the institution surveyed had the greatest

Table 5. Ability-To-Do: Descriptive Statistics

N*

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Ability

55

1.00

5.00

4.6727

.88306

ATD1. I actively
practice IFL in
my classroom.

55

2

5

4.09

.948

ATD2. I am
able to do
IFL in my
classroom.

55

1

5

4.07

1.069

55

1.00

5.00

4.0182

1.02724

Ability

55

1.00

5.00

3.9273

1.10310

55

1

5

3.49

1.451

55

1

5

3.16

1.151

ATD4. I monitor the effect
IFL has on my
students.
Valid N (listwise)

N*

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Intentionality

55

1.00

5.00

4.2000

1.29672

I3. I deliberately
decided to
implement IFL
this year.

55

1

5

4.02

1.284

I4. I have examined ways to
improve IFL
in my classes.

55

1

5

3.78

1.182

55

1

5

2.91

1.143

55

1

5

2.78

1.384

55

1

5

1.78

1.013

I1. I implement
IFL in my classroom based on
student feedback.
I6. I would like
to tell other
departments
about the
benefit of IFL.
I5. I coordinated IFL with
other teachers
to maximize
the impact.
Valid N (listwise)

Ability

ATD7. My
school administration enables me to do
IFL in my
classroom.

Table 6. Intentionality: Descriptive Statistics

55
*N=sample
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55
*N=sample

deﬁcit in the skills teachers needed to effectively manage
IFL in the classroom (see Table 8).
Discussion of Findings
While the ﬁndings from the study may not be unique to
the speciﬁc institution investigated, the ﬁndings may not
be generalizable because only one institution with unique
Caribbean cultural and social factors was studied, and convenience sampling may not necessarily allow for adequate
representativeness of the population. Given that this study
has employed the use of that sampling technique, the ﬁndings should therefore be generalized only with caution, as
the willing participants may not adequately represent the
population. One of the greatest challenges of self-reporting
is credibility due to the tendency of respondents to exaggerate or understate the description of their own actions.
Also, faculty members, due to time constraints, may be
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tempted to randomly respond to items without attending
Table 7. ANOVA E1. I am concerned about my
to the content.39
skills to manage IFL in my classroom.
Addressing the level of proﬁciency among faculty in the
various colleges, the data revealed that faculty were not preSum of
Mean
pared to teach in an integrated manner before coming to the
Squares
df
Square
F
Sig.
university and that the university administration had not
14.897
5
2.979
2.644
.034
Between
provided training for faculty in how to integrate faith and
Groups
learning. Conversely, the data showed that faculty had a fair
1.127
55.213
49
Within
knowledge of IFL and knew how deliberate IFL would affect
Groups
classroom content.
Further ﬁndings revealed that there were weaknesses that
70.109
54
Total
appeared in the Equipped competency because faculty didn’t
meet with other faculty to plan
IFL, institutional leaders didn’t
Table 8. Descriptive: E1. I am concerned about my skills to manage IFL
equip faculty for IFL, and faculty
in my classrroom.
did not know where to obtain IFL
resources. Notably, further asLower
Std.
Upper
Std.
sessment of question one under
Minimum
Bound
Deviation
Bound
Error
N
Mean
the Equipped competence showed
that there were statistically signifEducation & Leader1
1.34
.900
2.49
.260
1.92
12
icant differences among the colship
leges, which means that some of
the faculty did not possess the
Natural & Applied
1
.87
.756
2.13
.267
1.50
8
skills necessary to effectively inSciences
tegrate faith and learning in the
classroom.
Allied Health &
1
.79
.516
1.88
.211
1.33
6
Further analysis of the quesNursing
tion using descriptive statistics
revealed that faculty in the colHumanities,
leges of allied health and nursBehavioral & Social
3
1.59
1.293
3.32
.390
2.45
11
ing, natural and applied sciScences
ences, and education and
leadership showed the greatest
Business &
deﬁcit in skills needed to effecHospitality
1
1.90
1.231
3.16
.298
2.53
17
tively manage IFL in the classManagement
room. However, the data show
that all those surveyed posReligion & Theology
4
4.00
1
sessed the Ability to do IFL and
.
.
.
.
had the necessary authority to
Total
1
1.82
1.139
2.44
.154
2.13
55
implement IFL in the classroom.
Moreover, the data dealing with
the competence of Intentionality
1. Create a conceptual framework/model to implement
revealed that faculty didn’t coordinate with their peers to
the integration of faith and learning beginning with Adventmaximize the impact of IFL. Notably, faculty did not share
ist primary schools so that when students reach university
with other colleges and schools the beneﬁt of IFL since no
level, they will have had the foundation laid;
framework to do so existed, and further, they did not seek
2. Implement a developmental process and competency
or receive feedback from students on IFL in the classroom.
scale to measure faculty knowledge, skills, and dispositions
Conversely, the data revealed that all of the ones surveyed
for faith integration monitored within the Faith Integration
were making an effort to implement IFL.
and Faculty Evaluation System: and
3. Incorporate faith integration in the curriculum, and
General Recommendations
provide clear learning outcomes for faculty to include in
Institutional leaders need to be intentional and deliberate
course planning.
in ensuring that training is provided to equip faculty with
the skills necessary to effectively implement IFL in the classMentoring
room. The author further recommends that a faith-and-learnAs far as equipping faculty with the resources and skills
ing committee be established at the institutional and union
needed to successfully practice IFL is concerned, a mentorlevels with the responsibility to execute the following:
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ship program in which more competent IFL-practicing faculty members are paired with those needing support may be
useful. Such a mentorship program could be further enhanced by quarterly workshops on IFL as well as formal continuing-education courses and units specially designed to
target the four subscales. Faculty members may be more inclined to integrate faith and learning if they feel more supported and believe that administrators have a keen interest
in their instructional proﬁciency and development. Educational administrators should therefore ensure that there is
budgetary allocation for IFL resources for faculty members;
and where necessary, additional funding is obtained through
fundraising activities and other types of sponsorship.
Collaboration
Given the need for collaboration and coordination in IFL,
it would be prudent to develop a system of inter- and intradepartmental sharing of best practices in integrating faith
and learning at higher education levels. At the K-12 level,
this system may also take the form of bimonthly meetings
to review lesson plans and instructional delivery approaches/strategies and may incorporate the use of technology such as video-recorded sessions for critique and feedback. Additionally, an IFL newsletter outlining tips, emerging
trends, news, and updates may be published for the beneﬁt
of all administration and faculty.
Evaluation and Assessment
The impact of systems, programs, or procedures is best
measured by appropriate assessment mechanisms. Against
this background and within the context of the ﬁndings of the
study, a detailed monitoring and evaluation instrument
should be developed by administrators to assess, among
other things, the extent to which the integration of faith and
learning takes place; the impact of IFL on students as well
as faculty, the areas where improvement is needed, based
on identiﬁed gaps in the knowledge; and the competence of
all faculty to perform self-assessments.
This study should be extended to include a larger population of faculty, administrators, staff, and students. Further,
it could include the use of projective techniques (direct and
indirect ways of identifying motives and intentions), observation, and direct qualitative techniques of focus groups
combined with in-depth interviews.
Conclusion
With these thoughts in mind, college and university academic administrators must look for ways to provide opportunities for faculty to learn how to effectively integrate
faith with learning. Orientation seminars, professional-development training sessions, small-group collaboration, or
even a teaching-and-learning center on campus that provides resources and assistance as faculty develop their
competency, are all ways this could be done. A trained
teaching faculty will be able to create classrooms that integrate faith with learning in meaningful ways to the beneﬁt of students. ✐
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